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Ballistic Device Yes List Your lab is complete and ready to turn in if you check yes for each requirement. YES Introduction/Purpose Does your lab have a clear introduction with a specific purpose? Materials/Apparatus Do you have a bulleted list with ALL materials used in this lab? Do you have a diagram showing your ballistic device with all materials labeled? Procedure Is your procedure section clear with every step of what you did explained? Someone should be able to follow these procedures and replicate your exact lab. The procedure section should begin with building the ballistic device and should end with the final test of your device. Data Is your data displayed in tables that are easy to read and understand? For each angle you should have: • Ten distance trials • Average of your trials • Initial velocity calculated • Theoretical distance the ball should travel There should be data on 10 angles Do you show how to get the average trial distance? Do you explain in your own words how to get to the initial velocity equation? Do you show and explain how you calculated the initial velocity of the ball? Do you explain in your own words how to get to the distance equation? Do you show and explain how you calculated the theoretical distance the ball should travel? Do you have all your calculations typed with explanations? Do you explain your final trial? How far was the ball supposed to go? How did you calculate what angle to set your device at? Did the ball hit the target? Graphs Do you have a graph showing the actual vs. the theoretical distance of the ball? You should have data points for your ten angles for both the actual and theoretical distance. Conclusion Do you restate the purpose and discuss if you met this purpose? Did you list at least three errors you made during the lab? Do you discuss if your drop was successful and why? Do you discuss what you would change if you redid this lab?



NO



Calorimeter Lab Yes List Your lab is complete and ready to turn in if you check yes for each requirement. YES Purpose Does your lab have a clear introduction with a specific purpose? Objective Does your lab have a clear objective? Do you explain what you are trying to accomplish in this lab? Materials/Apparatus Do you have a bulleted list with ALL materials used in this lab? Do you have a diagram showing your calorimeter with all materials labeled on the diagram? Procedure Is your procedure section clear with every step of what you did explained? Someone should be able to follow these procedures and replicate your exact lab. The procedure section should begin with building the calorimeter and should end with measuring your final mass. Data Is your final data displayed in tables that are easy to read and understand? The following information is listed in a table(s): -The two foods items you tested -The initial mass of each food -The final mass of each food -The amount of mass burned -The initial temperature of the water -The final temperature of the water -The change in temperature of the water -The heat energy in each food -The kilocalories in each food Do you have observations taken while your food was burning? Do you have the temperature of the water, measured every 10 seconds while burning, displayed in a table? Do you have all your calculations typed with explanations? Do you explain what types of heat transfer (conduction, convection and/or radiation) occurred in this lab? Graphs Do you have a graph showing the change in temperature of the water during the experiment? (You need this for both foods!) Conclusion Do you restate the purpose & objective and discuss if you met this purpose & objective? Did you list at least three errors you made during the lab? You answer the following questions: -Were you able to determine the entire Calorie content of the food item? Why or why not? -Do you think the number of Calories you calculated is likely to be higher or lower than it really is? Explain. -If you could redo this lab, what would you do differently?



NO



Lab Yes List for Revision & Editing



YES REVISING Is there a title on your lab? Is your name clearly labeled? Is your partners’ name clearly labeled? Are all parts of the lab clearly labeled? Are your explanations of what you did in the lab clear? Could someone that did not complete this lab understand what you did? Did I eliminate “extra” details? Do I fulfill all the requirements of the assignment? Are all explanations in paragraph form? Do I have ALL of my units labeled? EDITING Is every word spelled correctly? Are all words and sentences punctuated properly? Do I explain what “it” I am referring to? Do I avoid going “comma crazy”? Are words properly capitalized? Do I avoid having run-on sentences? Did I eliminate loose sentence fragments? Do I use the right words (your/you’re or to/too)? Are my subjects and verbs in agreement (is/are)? Do I use the proper tenses (past/present)? Is my paper properly formatted (Times New Roman 12 or Arial 11, double spaced)? Are my margins 1 inch on each side? Are my paragraphs indented?



NO
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